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Eye to eye, we stare curiously at 
one another. Hovering two feet 
above my head, the owl is clearly 

checking me out. In a land where humans 
rarely visit, the owl has no idea what I 
am. His blocky head, huge eyes, small 
ears and dappled white and brown feath-
ers fill my vision.  

Without thinking, I greet him with a 
friendly, “Well, hi there.”

He stays only a few seconds more, 
then flies off, apparently satisfied I am 
nothing to eat. I grin with delight and 
race back to camp excited to share my 
encounter with fellow travelers. 

Our group has just begun a six-day 
rafting expedition to explore the most 
northwesterly river in the National Petro-
leum Reserve-Alaska (NPRA), the Koko-
lik. Flying over the Brooks Range to our 
drop-off point on a gravel bar, the Koko-
lik shimmers below like an exquisite sil-
ver thread as it makes its way across the 
Arctic plain flowing toward home, the 
ocean at Point Ley. Ancient game trails 
interlace the landscape below, although 
no animals are present. In fact, if we see 
any large mammals it will be a pleasant 
surprise based on what an Alaska Bureau 
of Land Management biologist told me. 

  INTERIM DIREcToR’S NoTE         By Holly Endersby
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“This is just about as remote as you 
can get in Alaska,” the biologist warned.  
“This country is like the dark side of the 
moon: nobody goes there!”

He added that because of the ex-
traordinarily short time the river is ice 
free, fish numbers are low, making brown 
bears scarce. He also said by the time of 
our trip, one of the largest Arctic caribou 
herds that travel along the banks of the 
Kokolik during calving season, will have 
moved onto another section of the 23-
million-acre NPRA. But in land this vast, 
even herds numbering in the thousands 
may be hard to find. The northwest Arctic 
is a hungry land, where large mammals 
must travel constantly to find food to 
survive. It is only the smaller creatures – 
sleek weasels, tiny shrews and keen-eyed 
raptors – that find food abundant here. 

On the first morning, as our tents 
materialized out of the ground fog, the 
prospect of not seeing large mammals 
didn’t bother me. My cold fingers cradled 
that first cup of hot coffee near the tiny 
cook stove as the fog lifted and the Arctic 
tundra unveiled its beauty.

An undulating quilt of scarlet, gold 
and green stretched to the horizon in 
every direction. Like a giant’s jigsaw 

puzzle, tiny islands of vegetation rose 
above the watery permafrost. Squatting 
on my haunches I count 10 plant species 
on one miniature island – called  a tus-
sock – no larger than a foot square. Step-
ping on these wobbly chunks of ground is 
like walking on a floating dock as waves 
wash against it, but there is no alternative 
footing. Now, in late August, the plant 
communities are in their full fall glory. 
Ground-hugging red bearberry, impossi-
bly tiny ferns turning a rich gold, and my 
favorite, deep green Labrador tea with 
its wonderful pungent smell, cover every 
square inch of hospitable soil.

Breaking camp, we successfully 
pile mounds of gear into two giant rafts. 
Eager to explore, we grab paddles and 
begin our trip facing into a brisk head-
wind: soon we’re sweating and discard-
ing heavy coats. But despite our warmth, 
mute reminders of winter’s harshness 
survive in the form of auff ice, frozen 
water in shadowed depressions along the 
river bank so dense it remains throughout 
the 24-hour sun of summer. 

At lunch time, we beach rafts and 
climb cliffs lining the river, scrambling 
from one jagged outcrop to another. 
From the top, the river valley unfolds 
before us in a landscape huge and pris-
tine. This land is ancient and its cycles of 
birth and death are imprinted with mil-
lennia of caribou, bear, musk ox and, in 
the distant past, mammoth. I am struck 
with the sheer elegance of it all. Every-
thing fits. Everything has a function. 
There is no waste, nothing is superflu-
ous and it all works together to form one 
fully functioning ecosystem. But as one 
of our nation’s petroleum reserves, this 
land is subject to resource extraction. It 
is clear that gas, oil and coal extraction 
in this harsh land where less than a foot 
of soil supports plant life – and in turn all 
the animals that depend on it in an inter-
connected chain of wildlife from smallest
shrew to the largest brown bear – would 
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Wild country is where the world still works, like it does along the Kokolik River. 
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upset the delicate balance achieved over 
eons. 

The next day, rafting along in the 
late afternoon sun, we see the reason 
this area is ripe for resource extraction. 
Huge veins of high-quality coal line the 
cliffs, with big chunks lying on the gravel 
bars below. We gather some, along with 
armfuls of dead willow branches, for our 
evening fire. The coal burns long and 
clean, which is why it has such commer-
cial value. This land was set aside for our 
nation’s energy. But it is also important 
as a caribou calving ground and migra-
tory route and offers an abundance of 
nesting for raptors among the cliffs. If 
land surrounding the Kokolik River was 
placed off-limits, a small portion of the 
ecosystem that works so elegantly could 
be preserved. 

But protection of the Kokolik area 
is a hard sell. Vast herds of caribou use 
the area only fleetingly, so the rest of 
the short summer is left to short-tailed 
weasels scampering among the rocks. In-
stead of a river teeming with fish, we see 
skies patrolled by numerous raptors, all 
of which use this as their summer nest-
ing habitat. Instead of majestic evergreen 
forests begging for protection, we see 
a landscape of plants only a few inches 
high.

But biological importance isn’t 
measured by size. It’s measured by the 
intricate weave of all plants and animals 
within an ecosystem. And here, life is 
complex despite its diminutive stature. 

A retired Forest Service employee 
once asked a crowd gathered to discuss 
a management plan for a nearby forest: 
“What about the little people of the for-
est? The birds, the squirrels, the wild-
flowers and the native trout?”

Indeed. What about the “little peo-
ple” of any ecosystem and their brethren, 
the mega fauna? Must they be sacrificed 
in our insatiable quest for energy, for-
est products and more motorized routes 

through pristine land? Or can we agree 
setting aside wild country is just as im-
portant as extracting resources from our 
public land? 

Often, these questions are answered 
by people in sterile offices deep within 
the confines of mega-cities. They are no 
longer, or perhaps never were, close to 
the world. That’s where BHA can make 
a difference. Our members stay close to 
the land; they’ve seen the intricate web 
of life and understand we are not separate 
from that delicate relationship. 

Without the voice of experience, the 
notion of “wild” will slowly slip away. 
Perspective will change. Today, when 
30,000 salmon return to Idaho we think 

it’s a good year. But only because those 
who remember when millions of salmon 
teemed up our rivers are now gone.

Our voice can remind those who 
have forgotten that wild country is where 
the world still works, like it does in the 
Arctic along the Kokolik River. Each of 
you is that voice. 

www.bravocatering.net

This land was set aside for our nation’s 
energy, but it is also important as a cari-
bou calving ground and migration route.
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co-cHAIRMAN’S NoTE              By Ben Long

At the recent Backcountry Hunters 
& Anglers Rendezvous at Fort 
Missoula in Missoula, Mont., 

member Greg Munther motioned me to 
his truck. He handed me what may be the 
greatest trophy of his long and successful 
outdoor career: the horns of a magnificent 
bighorn ram, taken with a longbow.

The heft of that massive, chipped 
headgear alone renewed one’s respect 
for the strength and toughness of a ram. 
At a glance it was clear the ram was big 
enough for the Boone & Crockett Re-
cords of Big Game and to rank near the 
very top of Pope & Young’s Records Pro-
gram as well.

“What does it score?” I asked.
“I don’t know,” Greg said. “I never 

had it measured and I don’t intend to. 
You know, this ram represents 50 years 
of effort. That’s enough for me.”

Greg got me thinking about mod-
ern hunting, the scoring system, and the 
meaning of a “trophy.”  It’s important for 
Backcountry Hunters & Anglers to keep 
some things in mind and offer important 
perspective.

Theodore Roosevelt helped found 
the Boone & Crockett Club more than 
a century ago foremost as a conserva-
tion group. Today, the phrase “Boone & 
Crockett” is more closely associated with 
the big-game scoring system refined by 
member Grancel Fritz in 1938.

One of my hunting mentors as a kid 
was C. Randall Byers, who was records 
chairman of both Boone & Crockett and 
Pope & Young. I spent many childhood 
hours in Randy’s garage, eyeing the pa-
rade of world-record class trophies await-
ing his tape measure. Even before I took 
my first deer, I knew how to distinguish 
a 360 B&C elk or a 180 B&C whitetail 
from a more run-of-mill specimen.

I still get a thrill from just watch-
ing, let alone pursuing, a truly outstand-
ing buck or bull. It’s part of what makes 
backcountry hunting so exciting, the op-

portunity to test wits against a mature 
animal in his own backyard.

At the same time, I’m increasingly 
worried about how trophy mania has 
changed hunting for the worse. Be-
tween Facebook, magazines and blogs, 
increased emphasis is on how high an 
animal scores – not on the quality of the 
hunt itself. It seems the only feature of 
a hunt or fishing outing worthy of atten-
tion are the weight or length of the fish 
and the “inches of bone” sprouting from 
a skull.

The lust for trophies corrupts hunt-
ing. Millions of dollars are spent in the 
game-farm industry, genetically manipu-
lating captive deer and elk to grow giant 
antlers under artificial circumstances. In 
public herds, game wardens report more 
and more poachers kill wildlife not for 
the meat, but for the trophies on their 
heads.

Moreover, reducing an animal to 
some arbitrary score based on his head-
gear shows disrespect for the animal and 
cheapens the hunt. Who is to say a ram 
with a 40-inch curl is somehow “better” 
than one taped 36 inches? What if one 
was shot over the hood of a pickup truck 

on the barrow pit of a highway, while the 
other was taken after an arduous climb 
and a long stalk?

Philosopher Jose Ortega y Gassett 
wrote, “animals hunt in order to kill; 
people kill in order to have hunted.” To 
me, that means I hunt not for meat or for 
trophy alone, but rather for the entire ex-
perience of hunting.

Like many of you, I hunt selectively. 
An animal has to be the right animal at 
the appropriate circumstance before I 
pull the trigger. Yes, sometimes antler 
size fits that equation. Yet this last year, 
I was delighted with a spike buck, taken 
after trailing his hot track through a bliz-
zard.

Really, any animal or fish taken well, 
by fair chase, in the backcountry, should 
be considered a trophy. And a plate full of 
breaded fillets or a freezer full of white-
wrapped venison is every bit a trophy as 
any rack on the wall.

At Backcountry Hunters & Anglers, 
we often remind people that backcountry 
is where you find the big buck and bulls. 
A good representation of adult male ani-
mals in game population is important for 
hunting, but it is more important for the 
health of the herd – for breeding. Antlers 
aren’t just hat-racks. They are the means 
by which breeding-age animals select the 
most vigorous mates for the health of the 
species.

In short, members of the deer species 
evolved to have antlers for a reason. And 
that reason isn’t to decorate our walls. 

It takes a long time – five to seven 
years – for a buck or bull or ram to reach 
his full potential. Whenever we take a 
mature, trophy animal, we should re-
member killing the animal was really the 
easy part. We simply were there when the 
animal ran out of luck. It was the animal 
that stayed alive for five or more years in 
a world full of blizzards, droughts, hunt-
ers and predators. 

That was the hard part.

Trouble with Trophies

Author and BHA Co-Chairman Ben 
Long places the value of the hunt above 
the score of the animal.
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Backcountry Hunters & Anglers 
bids a sad goodbye to Dan Heinz, a stal-
wart supporter of BHA and the ideals the 
organization stands for. He was as tough 
as the Nevada backcountry he loved so 
dearly.

Dan lived in Nevada’s Pah Rah 
Mountains, but loved rugged wild coun-
try all around North America. He served 
the public as a ranger for the Forest 
Service and the Bureau of Land Man-
agement. He worked as an outfitter and 
guide and was particularly skilled as a 
black-powder rifle enthusiast. He built 
his own muzzleloading rifles in the pat-
tern of centuries past and used them deep 
in the wilderness.

Perhaps his greatest gift was his 
years as a mentor to young conserva-
tionists and natural-resource profession-
als. He often served as the conscience of 
BHA when we faced difficult decisions. 
Dan’s hunting tales were favorites around 
campfires and in the pages of Backcoun-
try Journal.

We were happy to see Dan last spring 
at the first North American Backcountry 
Hunters & Anglers Rendezvous at Fort 
Missoula. He graciously donated to the 
BHA fundraisier a side-by-side 12-gauge 
from his personal collection. 

Dan is survived by his wife, Karen 

Boeger, and five children, John, Anne, 
Joan, Madonna and Mark; 10 grand-
children and three great grandchildren. 
He leaves Karen and her children Patric 
and Carolyn Tanner and granddaughter 
Ruby.

A celebration of Dan’s life will be 
held Aug. 4 at Nevada’s Washoe Pines 
Ranch.  — Ben Long

Note: BHA members Bill Cunningham, 
R.M. “Jim” Nelson and Barry Reiswig 
penned colorful accounts of Dan Heinz. 
Read their stories and share the memo-
ries at www.backcountryhunters.org/

BHA wishes ‘happy 
trails’ to Jim Akenson    

 In March, Executive Direc-
tor Jim Akenson submitted a letter 
of resignation to the Backcountry 
Hunters & Angler’s board of direc-
tors. 
 Jim was BHA’s first profes-
sional executive director, and the 
board of directors thanks Jim for his 
work and service to the ideals BHA 
stands for.
 Jim said he wants to pursue 
other interests, including writing 
memoirs of his and wife Holly’s 30 
years in the Idaho wilderness. We 
wish him luck in his new endeav-
ors.
 Meanwhile, the BHA board 
has appointed Conservation Direc-
tor Holly Endersby to step in as 
interim director as we search for 
a full-time director. Stay tuned to 
www.backcountryhunters.org, our 
Facebook page and email alerts as 
BHA moves forward. 
 Thanks, Jim! 
 —Ben Long, Co-Chairman

BHA NatioNal News        

BHA says goodbye to Dan Heinz

Perhaps Dan’s greatest gift was his years 
as a mentor to young conservationists.

BHA member Dan Heinz was as tough as the Nevada backcountry he hunted.
Jim Akenson was BHA’s first pro-
fessional executive director, and we 
wish him luck in his new endeavors.
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By Holly Endersby
 BHA has been successful in ob-
taining a number of grants that allow 
contractors to work on behalf of our 
members and their interest in protecting 
wild country. Many meetings addressing 
public land issues are held during the day 
with management agencies making it dif-
ficult for members to participate. For that 
reason we employ independent contrac-
tors, all of whom are BHA members, to 
represent our interests. Here’s a look at 
what’s happening to move BHA’s inter-
ests forward:
 BHA just finished grants in New 
Mexico, Colorado and Oregon for Re-
sponsible Trails America. The work fo-
cus is to require all off-highway vehicles 
(OHV) to have visible licensing, estab-
lishing consistent fines across federal 
lands for illegal use of OHVs, and in-
stitute increased fines for repeat offend-
ers. While there is much support among 
traditional hunters, anglers, hikers and 
equestrians, ATV and motorcycle riders 

are entrenched and most are unwilling 
to consider common sense suggestions. 
However, we are continuing our work in 
New Mexico and Colorado, focusing on 
individual OHV owners, and asking them 
to sign on to our letters to agencies and 
decision makers so that OHV abuse can 
be curtailed. 

 Three large national foundations 
that prefer to remain out of the limelight 
are funding contractors in Utah, Nevada, 
Colorado, Washington, Idaho and at the 
national level, too. The focus of these 
grants is to engage in county-driven land-
protection activities. While some of these 
processes are true collaboratives where 
all stakeholders are at the table – often 

years before full legislative and adminis-
trative packages are agreed upon – others 
operate like a consortium concentrating 
narrowly on timber projects to bolster 
forest health and local economics. BHA’s 
goal is to support collaborative processes 
and where possible, widen the group of 
stakeholders with the objective of provid-
ing land-and-water protection, economic 
stability for counties and enhanced recre-
ational opportunities. 

Idaho will explore forming a fed-
erally designated Special Management 
Area for bighorn sheep in the Hells Can-
yon ecosystem. This effort will require a 
number of interested parties and support 
from the Idaho congressional delegation, 
but the benefits of a robust population of 
bighorn sheep would be a bonanza for ru-
ral communities and a mecca for hunters 
across the nation. 

Generous support from foundations 
augments our volunteer hours, and we 
are grateful for the faith these founda-
tions have in the voice of BHA. 

Idaho will explore forming a 
federally designated Special 
Management Area for 
bighorn sheep in the 
Hells Canyon 
ecosystem. to
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Sportsmen, wildlife and fish can celebrate restoration 
of nearly 25,000 acres of new Montana backcountry. 
While BHA members are too familiar with battles to 
hang onto existing backcountry, there are far too few 

examples of restoring quality backcountry from a formerly 
heavily logged and roaded forest.

In 2011, sportsmen benefited enormously with final transfer 
of a huge block of timberland formally owned by Plum Creek 
Timber Company to Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks. This 
project was successful with cooperation with The Nature Con-
servancy and federal funds (Montana Legacy Project), along 
with state hunting-and-fishing license and habitat-acquisition 
funding. The purchase enabled the beginning of a new restora-
tion era for the upper Clearwater drainage in western Montana. 
It will be managed as North Marshall Wildlife Management 
Area.

Restoration activities began almost immediately after pur-
chase with a $75,000 contract to obliterate 19 miles of unneed-
ed roads, convert 3.5 miles of road to a non-motorized trail, 
removal of culverts, construction of four pack bridges, and con-
structing a trail away from a streamcourse. Two Montana Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks biologists, Ladd Knoteck (a BHA member) 
and Jay Kobe, planned the restoration and worked daily on the 
project to assure desirable results were achieved. The youth-
ful Montana Conservation Corps provided much-needed trail 

handwork, and Trout Unlimited’s Rob Roberts furnished ad-
ditional equipment oversight.

This biologically rich spruce-fir forest is extraordinary, even 
for Montana. Its location is a vital wildlife corridor between the 
Bob Marshall Wilderness com-
plex and the Mission/Rattlesnake 
Wilderness Complex. It is home 
to an extraordinarily productive 
population of lynx, as well as 
wolverine, wolves, grizzly bears, 
fisher, black bear, deer and 250 
summering elk. The upper end 
of the West Fork Clearwater up-
stream from the project area has 
been recently proposed for wilderness in a Senate bill as a result 
of a community based collaborative process. 

Another benefit of this restoration is habitat for wild trout. 
The future of the West Fork of Clearwater drainage is now se-
cure. Inhabitants of the West Fork are not ordinary trout. They 
are an uncommon population of lake-rearing westslope cut-
throat trout (adfluvial), as well as a very significant bull trout 
population. Removal of roads will lessen sedimentation and 
catastrophic mass failures, as well as poaching of spawning 
adults.

In the past few years, cooperation and funding have facili-
tated purchase of 310,000 acres of formerly industrial land in 
western Montana for public resource benefit and use to be man-
aged by public agencies. Most of this land was given away in 
the 1800s by our government to encourage railroad construc-
tion across the West. While some railroads were built, others 
weren’t. Certainly a lot of wood flowed from these lands, but 
the price was high for wildlife and fish. 

 This rare restoration opportunity is not only unusual, but 
highly significant – not just for sportsmen, but also to our wild-
life, fish and wildland heritage. 

West Fork Clearwater 
Restoration Beneficial 
to Sportsmen, Wildlife 
By Greg Munther

This rare restoration 
opportunity is not only 
unusual, but highly 
significant – not just 
for sportsmen, but also 
to our wildlife, fish and 
wildland heritage. 

Forget the berms that offer little more than a speed bump for 
ATVs. This is how you obliterate an unneeded road.

Once traveled by motor vehicles, this road has become a trail 
traveled by hunters on foot and their beasts of burden.
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BHA Chapter News

Colorado 
Colorado BHA is working to build support for a nationally 

standardized visible off-highway vehicles (OHV) ID and more 
substantial and consistent fine structures for illegal OHV use on 
public lands. Over 45 sportsmen organizations and businesses 
have publicly supported this project, and we are now recruit-
ing support from OHV user-groups. At the same time, Colorado 
BHA is working to improve an OHV enforcement pilot program 
to focus on areas of illegal off-trail use using surveillance and 
public input. Colorado BHA is also expanding its membership 
base, while building support for key issues facing wild lands, 
through attendance at sportsmen events. Planning for a nation-
ally known speaker to appear in the Denver area is currently 
underway with the date and speaker to be announced.

Idaho 
Bruce Smithhammer has stepped up as co-chair to lead the 

southeast region of Idaho. Welcome, Bruce! Southeast Idaho is 
home to some of the best wild Idaho has to offer, and we are 
excited about the increased presence and influence that Bruce’s 
leadership will provide. Concerns in the southeast region should 
be directed to Bruce at b_smithhammer@yahoo.com. 

 In other news, Idaho BHA is planning its first summer get-
together July 20-22 in Stanley. The meeting will give members 
a chance to discuss statewide issues, projects needing attention 
and provide input for Idaho’s BHA’s future direction. 

Also, we are working with Clay Hayes, Idaho Fish & Game 
biologist and Idaho BHA advisory board member, on a project 
to document illegal off-road vehicle use on non-system roads 
in the Clearwater Region. This project will help document the 
extent of illegal off-road activity and prioritize roads and user 
created trails for removal and site restoration. 

Minnesota 
Most Minnesotans know that water-rich northern Minne-

sota is one of the worst possible places for a sulfide mine, and 
Minnesota BHA helps educate sportsmen and women and oth-
ers about the detrimental impacts of proposed, foreign-owned 
sulfide-mining operations amidst waterways and watersheds 
on the periphery of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilder-
ness (BWCAW). Stuart Osthoff, publisher and editor of The 
Boundary Waters Journal, calls the BWCAW “the highest-
quality public land wilderness whitetail hunting in America.” 
This backcountry and its surrounding waterways, some of 
which empties into Lake Superior, will be at risk from acid-
mine drainage and toxic heavy metals leaching into watersheds 
if these sulfide mining proposals move forward.

Montana 
Montana BHA provided extensive written comments to the 

draft revision of the Kootenai Forest Plan, requesting better 
commitment to big game habitat protection, commitment to no 
additional motorized routes in roadless areas, and urging Rec-
ommended Wilderness status for qualified areas.

Several BHA members testified in favor of the proposed 
Rocky Mountain Front Heritage Act at a Choteau hearing held 
by Rep. Denny Rehberg. The Act sponsored by Sen. Max Bau-
cus was developed over several years of local coalition meet-
ings designed to keep the Front in the same condition as it is 
now. BHA members speaking included Roy Jacobs, Bill Cun-
ningham, JW and Laurie Westman, Jim Pozewitz, and Tim Al-
drich. Montana Chairman Greg Munther provided formal com-
ments from Montana BHA.

In other news, increasing jetboat use of the Missouri River 
Breaks has prompted Montana BHA discussions with agencies 
requesting protection of the non-motorized floatboat fall hunt-
ing which is a long-standing traditional hunting opportunity, 
and the only such multiday floathunt with abundant public land 
adjoining the river.

Also, Montana BHA was awarded Outstanding Conserva-
tion Group of Year by the Montana Wildlife Federation (MWF). 
The award was presented at the Annual Convention of the MWF 
in Helena, and accepted by Chairman Greg Munther. 

Montana BHA sponsored a May 1 celebration on the banks 
of the Bitterroot River for nearly 30 people and organizations 
who worked together to eliminate jetskis and significantly re-
duced or eliminated jetboat use on Clark Fork and Bitterroot 
River segments in the Missoula area. In addition to Montana 
BHA, the Quiet River celebration recognized Trout Unlimited, 
Hellgate Hunters and Anglers, the Clark Fork Coalition, Mon-
tana Fish Wildlife and Parks and homeowners for their contri-
butions to achieving this significant accomplishment.

Montana BHA Director JW Westman and his son Dakota 
were featured in a 30-second TV commercial in opposition to 
HR-1581, which would remove existing protections from road-
less lands. 

Montana BHA Chairman
Greg Munther (right, cen-
ter) accepts the chapter’s 
award for Outstanding
Conservation Group of 
the Year from the Montana 
Wildlife Federation.  
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Oregon
The Travel Management Plan for the Wallowa-Whitman Na-

tional Forest (WWNF) in northeast Oregon has been withdrawn 
amid a firestorm of protest. At issue is the planned closure of 
over 3,600 miles of roads and trails. More than 100 opponents 
of the plan marched the streets of Baker City. They filled town 
hall meetings held by Senators Merkley and Widen, and blasted 
the plan in local newspapers. 

Yielding to pressure, WWNF Supervisor Monica Schwal-
bach withdrew the plan citing, “a good bit of confusion, as well 
as some concerns that would benefit from more discussion.” 
Much of the commotion is over whether there will be access to 
firewood cutting, mining claims, in-holdings and other tradi-
tional forest uses. One challenge facing the WWNF is maintain-
ing a reasonable level of motorized access while reducing road 
densities to improve wildlife habitat. More public meetings will 
be held this summer before revisions to the plan are finalized.

Utah
Utah BHA has more than doubled membership in the past 

several months, largely due to visibility at several sportsmen 
expositions in Salt Lake City. One of the newest chapters, the 
Utah group, now totals over 60 members. To further strengthen 
its membership base, BHA contacted sportsmen concerned with 
diminishing hunting and fishing opportunities in the energy-
producing areas of Utah. Uranium mining near the Grand Can-
yon and oil shale extraction in the Book Cliffs and Tavaputs 
Plateau are among a growing list of threats to high-quality wild-
life habitat.

An outdoor membership gathering was held in early June 
along a tributary of Strawberry Reservoir, home of Utah’s 
state fish, the Bonneville cutthroat trout. The rendezvous was 
a chance to get acquainted, share experiences and discuss re-
source issues.

Washington
The Washington Trails Association (WTA), a hiking and trail 

advocacy group, has partnered with equestrian groups and the 
Forest Service to keep the trails in the northeast corner of the 

state’s only wilderness area in good shape for hiking, horseback 
riding and hunting access. The Washington chapter needs vol-
unteers to represent BHA and backcountry hunters on wilder-
ness trail crews this summer. All projects are in the Salmo Priest 
Wilderness and are run by WTA. The multi-day trail projects 
for the following dates are listed at www.wta.org, where you’ll 
need to pre-register for the following dates: July 7-9; July 19-
22; Aug. 4-6; Aug. 9-12. If you sign up to work on trails in the 
Salmo, contact Joe Mirasole at outlawoutfitters@hotmail.com 
to coordinate with other BHA members.

In other news, Washington native and former logger and 
wilderness hunting guide Matt Scott will work for BHA in and 
around the Colville National Forest in Washington’s northeast 
corner. Matt describes how his background provides a balanced 
perspective in working with a variety of people: “While work-
ing as an outfitter in the Frank Church Wilderness Area, I met 
rafters, hunters, hikers, outfitters, archeologists, rangers, pilots, 
and politicians all in their own way enjoying the wild. Some 
would ask how I could go from operating a timber harvesting 
company to pulling on a crosscut saw clearing trails in a wilder-
ness area. The answer lies in my understanding of the complex 
relationship between wilderness, industry, and the American 
people’s passion for outdoor recreation. All user groups deserve 
a chance to have their perspectives heard and try to understand 
the other. I hope BHA can help bring people with different ways 
of enjoying and using our public lands together to find ways to 
manage the land that will work for everybody.”

TOO MUCH TO SHOW HERE. 

www.crkt.com 

We can’t begin to show all of our 
cool knives and tools here, so just
 log on to our web site to browse 
and get a free 96 page catalog.
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The idea of hunting the backcoun-
try is increasingly appealing to 
many folks. Today, it seems ev-
eryone has a GPS unit and can 

travel for days over diverse country. But, 
what occurs when the GPS is inoperable 
or the batteries die? Do you know how 
to navigate without your GPS in country 
you’ve never been in or seen in daylight? 
How about when fog or snow sets in? 
How competent are you with a map and 
compass? 

If we are going to travel in the back-
country away from modern convenienc-
es, we need to know how to return to the 
trailhead. It means personal responsibil-
ity beyond the green gate. Make the ef-
fort to learn basic navigation skills, de-
termining declination, finding north on a 
compass and returning to your vehicle. 
Learn these skills, and the backcountry 
becomes an endless wilderness that has 
no boundaries. 

As a former search and rescue vol-
unteer, I remember a group that was lost 

in the Cascade Range of Oregon. They 
called 911 to report they were lost, and 
when an intervening Sheriff’s deputy 
asked if they had a GPS, the answer was, 
“Yes, but we don’t know how to use it!” 

A year later a similar call to 911 re-
vealed that this family 
still had not learned the 
basics of GPS operation, 
as they requested “res-
cue” again from nearly 
the same location. The 
point being: know your 
equipment and how to 
use it. 

If you don’t have 
navigation skills, even 
staying on roads and 
trails can lead to an unplanned overnight 
in the backcountry. One October an Or-
egon hunter on an ATV drove on a road 
away from camp to dispose of a deer 
carcass. Once he left the carcass, the re-
turn to camp seemed simple enough, but 
somehow he couldn’t follow his ATV 

tracks back to camp. He spent the night 
out without essentials. The next day he 
was found very cold and lucky to be alive. 
One of the lessons learned: always have 
the 12 essentials (see sidebar). Staying 
hydrated and warm are two of the funda-

mentals of survival. Add 
a headlamp to assist in 
gathering wood, and the 
fear factor is halved! 
Carry fresh spare bat-
teries for all electronic 
devices.

At one time or an-
other, many of us have 
become disoriented in 
patches of blow-down or 
stands of second-growth 

or dense young trees. Or when we’ve lost 
a trail due to snow-drifts or while navi-
gating in the dark, but we’re not lost. The 
difference between disorientation and 
being lost can be subtle, but the decision 
between self-help and calling for rescue 
becomes critical. 

How 
To STay
Found
By Karl Findling

The difference between 
disorientation and being 
lost can be subtle, but the 
decision between self-help 
and calling for rescue 
becomes critical. 
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THe 12 eSSenTialS:

1. Navigation (map and com-
pass)
2. Sun protection (sunglasses and 
sunscreen)
3. Insulation (extra clothing)
4. Illumination (headlamp/flash-
light)
5. First-aid supplies
6. Fire (waterproof matches/
lighter/candles)
7. Repair kit and tools
8. Nutrition (extra food)
9. Hydration (extra water)
10. Emergency shelter
11. Communication (whistle/cell
or satellite phone and/or, GMRS/
FRS radio/ELB or SPOT®)
12. GPS (Global Positioning Sys-
tem)

ClaSSiC 10 eSSenTialS:

1. Map
2. Compass
3. Sunglasses and sunscreen
4. Extra clothing
5. Headlamp/flashlight
6. First-aid supplies
7. Fire starter
8. Matches
9. Knife
10. Extra food

Note: The original Ten Es-
sentials list was assembled in 
the 1930s by The Mountaineers, 
a Seattle-based organization for 
climbers and outdoor adventurers. 
In 2003, the group’s updated “sys-
tems” approach made its debut in 
its seminal text on climbing and 
outdoor exploration, Mountaineer-
ing: The Freedom of the Hills (The 
Mountaineers Books, 2010), now in 
its eighth edition. 

The “disoriented” hiker may still 
have landmarks at his or her disposal, 
where the “lost” hiker may have none. 
When truly lost, the hiker typically wan-
ders for hours or days in circles so ran-
dom that search-and-rescue personnel 
experience difficulty making sense of 
the route. There is a common belief to 
always go downhill, or drop in elevation 
if disoriented. The reasoning is, “You’ll 
eventually hit a road.” Not true. That 
strategy can be very dangerous in many 
locales. So, how do you stay found? 

Know how to navigate using a map 
and compass.

At a minimum, always carry a map, 
compass, headlamp and fire-starting 
equipment – and know how to start a fire 
in any conditions.

Never go anywhere without the 12 
Essentials. 

Have a communication plan. If hunt-
ing with partners, test frequencies. Sam-
ple language:  “I have a Fox 40 whistle. 

I’ll turn on my FRS/GMRS radio on-the-
hour, starting at 0900. Then, every-hour, 
if we miss communicating, check back 
every half-hour.” 

Sit-down once disoriented. Don’t 
wait until you’re lost. This can be the 
most difficult survival decision a disori-
ented person may make. Get your bear-
ings before moving.

Always tell a reliable friend your 
itinerary. Leave a hide-a-key and notes 
with a map of your planned routing at 
home and in your vehicle, and give con-
tingencies as best you can. If you are 
diverted from the original plan, decide 
whether sitting and waiting for rescue is 
the prudent thing. 

Karl Findling is the Oregon BHA 
representative-at-large and owner of 
Oregon Pack Works, LLC. He makes no 
claims to be an expert in backcountry 
navigation. The above stories and tips 
are merely stories and tips. Actual expe-
riences may vary.

Navigation equipment can be a life saver, but only if you know how to use it.
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   Notes from my outdoor journal. 
July 20, 2010: 

“I’m walking up the same rocky sec-
tion of trail I’ve walked perhaps hundreds 
of times over the past 30 years. I’ve mem-
orized every boulder, bend in the stream, 
log crossing and mud hole. I know each 
and every pool, cut bank, plunge pool, 
and riffle that holds feisty brook trout. 
And there are plenty of them here in this 
little stream that’s only about five miles 
long, from the 14,000-foot-tall snowfield 
that feeds it, to its confluence with the 
next larger stream. I can, and have, liter-
ally spit across it. I most often walk here 
alone, sometimes with my family or close 
friend, but always with my life on my 
back, the weight resting reassuringly on 
my hips. I hunt elk, deer, and blue grouse 
here from time to time, but most of the 
time I come to fish and think.

This time is different than all those 
countless walks up this valley. This time 
I have my new tenkara fly rod stashed 
under my chest pack. There is no reel on 
this rod. There are no guides keeping the 
line on the rod. Only the rod, a line, and 
a handful of flies. Less than four ounces 
of endless possibility. Will it work? Will I 
figure it out?…”

That was how I started a journal 
entry on that day a few years ago. The 
same journal I’ve kept for decades. How 
that first day of tenkara fly-fishing turned 
out, and how the subsequent three years 
of fly-fishing have developed for me is 
quite a story!

I am a backpacker, of the light-
weight variety, verging on ultralight. I’m 
a muscle-powered hunter who totes both 
a rifle and a traditional bow. I’m a long-
time backpacking fly angler, and before 
that, several decades ago as 
a teenager, I walked my way 
into the Colorado high coun-
try carrying a yellow Eagle 
Claw Trailmaster pack rod. 
It’s always been that way for 
me, wearing out boots and chasing wild 
trout.

I was first intrigued by tenkara 
(meaning “from heaven”) because of its 
humble beginnings and simplicity. Fly-
fishing in Japan may go back as far as the 
eighth or ninth century B.C. Tenkara is 
an ancient Japanese method of fly-fishing 
that developed from small-scale market 
fishing in the mountains of Japan. Ten-
kara anglers camped along remote moun-
tain streams and caught native trout, sell-

ing the dried fish in the villages. These 
same tenkara anglers learned how to tie 
a simple, effective fly, known as a kebari. 
It was from these humble beginnings that 
tenkara came. In other parts of the world 
similar methods of fly-fishing developed, 
and even in Britain fixed-line fly-fishing 
was used, as well as in the early United 
States. All of this, of course, happened 
“PR” – pre-reel!

What I realized from the beginning 
was that tenkara is tailor-made for back-

packing and traveling 
in the backcountry. Ten-
kara was born on remote 
mountain streams, and 
it’s there it really shines. 
Eleven- to fourteen-foot-

long modern graphite rods can telescope 
down to around 20 inches in length, and 
rarely weigh more than three ounces. 
The specialized line attaches directly to 
the tip section of the rod, called a lillian, 
and a length of tippet is attached to the 
line. Add a fly to the end of the tippet, and 
you have a very effective, simple, com-
pact, ultra light system. Even the cast is 
more compact and simple than that with 
a western fly rod. Drag-free drift with a 
tenkara rod is easily done without line 

Tenkara 
in the 

Backcountry
By Paul Vertrees

This Ancient Japanese method of fly-fishing is the perfect 
lightweight solution for fishing the backcountry.  

Tenkara has forever 
changed how I fly-fish 
in the backcountry.
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Tenkara 
in the 

Backcountry

mending because of the long rod-short 
line concept. Tenkara is definitely not 
dapping, as some anglers mistakenly as-
sume. Truly accurate, delicate presenta-
tions can be made by casting a tenkara rod 
– presentations that cannot be matched 
by any other method of fly-fishing. 

I’d hate to put a number on how 
many cutthroat, brown, brook, and rain-
bow trout my tenkara rods have taken in 
the backcountry. I’ve been fortunate to 
meet some of the most knowledgeable 
tenkara anglers in the U.S. and fish with 
them. Along the way I found a hunger to 
tie my own tenkara flies, and I’ve since 
found it to be an extremely rewarding 
way to expand my knowledge of tenkara. 
Taking a big brown from a tiny stream 
with a fly tied with the deer hair from last 
year’s buck is simply amazing! I plan to 
do the same next year with blue grouse 
feathers. 

I don’t know if I discovered tenkara 
or, in a long and winding way, if tenka-
ra found me. Regardless, it has forever 
changed how I fly-fish in the backcoun-
try. I highly recommend trying it! 

Tenkara is tailor-made for backpack-
ing and traveling in the backcountry. 
Tenkara was born on remote mountain 
streams, where fly-fishermen enjoy the 
benefits of its very effective, simple, 
compact, ultra-light system.
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BHA MEMBER PHoToS        

BHA members, we welcome your 
photos from our great outdoors. 
Please email your favorite to 
krhoades@bresnan.net  
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Backcountry 
Hunters & Anglers! 

Visit us online at:
www.backcountryhunters.org

BHA member Ivan James on 
the San Juan River in north-
western New Mexico.
Photo by David Lien.

J.W.  Westman 
enjoys a trip in the Bob Marshall Wilderness.



Check out BHA’s group page on Facebook:

www.facebook.com/backcountryhabitat

Stephanie George 
holds a 12-pound triploid 
rainbow trout from the Columbia River. 

BHA member Brian Drake 
took this turkey in Idaho.
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